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Jean Christophe Burkel is
managing director of the Union
luxembourgeoise de l’économie
sociale et solidaire (ULESS),
which aims to promote the
interests of the social and
solidarity economy, a fastgrowing sector in Luxembourg.
He is deeply involved in the
development of the social
economy at the international
level as official member of the
European Commission Expert
Group on Social
Entrepreneurship, advocating for
the establishment of satellite
accounts for the social economy.
Since 2016, he also serves as
board member of the first
incubator for social economy
enterprises in Luxembourg,
namely « 6zero1 ».

Sir Stuart Etherington was
appointed Chief Executive of
NCVO in 1994. Previously he was
Chief Executive of the Royal
National Institute for Deaf
People, a major UK charity.
Throughout his career Sir Stuart
has been involved in the
leadership of voluntary
organization and policies
surrounding them. As such he
has become a leading
commentator, through both his
writing and his media profile. He
holds degrees in Politics, Social
Planning, International Relations
and Diplomacy, and an MBA
from the London Business
School. Sir Stuart is Advisory
Group member for the Lord
Mayor’s Trust Initiative and a
member of the EESC.

Wojciech Kaczmarczyk is
Director of the Department for
Civil Society at the Chancellery of
the Prime Minister in Poland,
responsible for coordination of
the National Program for the
Support of Civil Society. Before
that he was Chief Expert for the
development of Polish Higher
Education Institutions as well as
Erasmus+ Adult Education with
the Foundation for the
Development of the Education
System. He is a researcher on the
third sector in Poland and was
working with a number of NGOs,
delivering expertise and
researching institutional context
of the civil society in the country.
Between 1999 and 2011 he was
Vice-rector at the Institute of
Public Administration in Kielce.

Maggie Carroll is Policy Specialist
at the United Nations Volunteers
(UNV) in Bonn. She leads the
Research and Policy Unit at UNV,
responsible for organisational
research and measurement
projects, primarily around the
contribution of volunteerism and
civic action to the Sustainable
Development Goals. Her
background is in humanitarian
and development policy and
programming for nongovernment and government
institutions. She has worked as
policy adviser for the UK
government on international
governance and social
development, and was field
director for Oxfam in Gaza and
Rwanda.

Jany Hansal, has been president
of DEŠA-Dubrovnik for over 20
years. She is also a leader of
DEŠA’s educational centre. She is
very active in local civil society
development. She is founder of
NVO – Europe House in
Dubrovnik, Association of Friends
of the Island of Mljet, Alliance
Francaise – Dubrovnik, etc. She is
a Board member of the Muscular
Dystrophy Association in
Dubrovnik and Lions Club Sveti
Vlaho-Dubrovnik, a member of
the Civil Society Development
Council of the Republic of Croatia
and president of the Civil Society
Association of the City of
Dubrovnik. Her professional
background is tourism economy.

Franz Neunteufl is an
agriculturalist by education who
worked many years as a team
leader and consultant in the field
of Austrian development
cooperation. From 2003 to 2011
he held the position of Executive
Director of Médecins sans
frontières (MSF) in Austria. Since
April 2011, he is Director of IGO Interest Group of Public Benefit
Organizations, leading a small
team of three staff members. He
is currently bringing Austrian
NPO umbrella organizations
together in order to improve the
exchange among them, and to
strengthen third sector
representation in Austria.

Jens Nilsson has been Member
of the European Parliament since
2011. He is from the Jämtland
Region in northern Sweden and
represents the Swedish Social
Democratic Party. In the new
legislature he sits on the
Committee on Transport and
Tourism (TRAN), is member on
the Committee on Regional
Development (REGI) and is
member of the Delegation for
Relations with Belarus. He led
the campaign for the reestablishment of the Social
Economy Intergroup and
currently serves as one of its copresidents. Prior to becoming an
MEP, Mr Nilsson was Mayor of
the city of Östersund 1994-2010
and the President of the Social
Democratic Party in Jämtland
County 2007-2012.

Cristina Ramos is an economist
working for the National
Statistical Office Portugal since
November 1997. Starting in the
field of National Accounts and
Economic Accounts for
Agriculture she is now senior
statistician in the Unit for
Satellite Accounts and National
Accounts Quality Assessment.
Presently, this unit carries out
the satellite accounts for
agriculture (at national and
regional level), forestry, health,
environment, tourism, sea,
sports, culture and social
economy (2010 and 2013). This
unit implemented the first
specific Statistics Portugal Survey
on Volunteering (2012).

Risto Raivio is a senior expert in
the European Commission’s
Directorate General for
Employment, Social Affairs and
Inclusion, where he deals with
social entrepreneurship. Before
Mr Raivio worked in the
European Commission’s DG
Education and Culture, where he
was successively in charge of the
Europe for Citizens programme,
vocational education and training
policy and DG’s cooperation with
the OECD. He has also worked
for the Committee of the
Regions, an EU body
representing local and regional
authorities. He holds a PhD in
social sciences from the
University of Tampere in Finland.

Ariane Rodert is Vice-President
for Group III of the European
Economic and Social Committee
(EESC) and appointed as a EESC
member by the Swedish
government representing civil
society interests. In this capacity
she represents the Swedish civil
society umbrella, Forum,
gathering civil society umbrellas
in the social sector, social
economy and non-profit welfare
stakeholders. She is also Senior
Policy Adviser at the Secretariat
of the Archbishop and General
Secretary for the Church of
Sweden. Ariane’s key area of
expertise in the EESC and at
European level is social economy
enterprises, social innovation
and social investment.

Gerry Salole is Chief Executive
of the European Foundation
Centre (EFC) in Brussels. He has
significant experience and
knowledge of foundations and
NGOs, having held senior
positions in the Ford
Foundation’s Southern Africa
office (Johannesburg), the
Bernard van Leer Foundation
(The Hague), Save the Children
Federation (Ethiopia, USA and
Zimbabwe) and Norwegian Save
the Children, OXFAM UK and
UNHCR (Ethiopia). He is member
of several boards i.e. the
Strategic Advisory Committee of
EVPA, and the General Education
Advisory Board of the Open
Society Foundation, and he is the
founding Chair of Trust Africa. He
holds a Ph.D. from the University
of Manchester.

Hugues Sibille is Honorary
President of Avise, an agency he
founded in 2002 with the mission
to develop of the Social and
Solidarity Economy (ESS) in
France. Former vice chairman of
Credit Cooperatif, the largest
bank financing the third sector
and social enterprises, he is now
President of Credit Cooperatif
Foundation, President of think
tank Labo de l’ESS, a member of
the Superior Council for SSE
(CSESS), and member of the
GECES group of experts
counselling the European
Commission on social
entrepreneurship. Since 2013 he
has been representing France in

the G8 working group on social
impact investment.

Carlos Susias is President of the
European Anti Poverty
Network Spain – EAPN-ES. the
largest Spanish network of
regional and local networks,
involving anti-poverty NGOs and
grassroots groups as well as
National Organizations,
committed to the social inclusion
of people experiencing poverty
and social exclusion. EAPN-ES is a
founding member of the Spanish
Third Sector Platform. He holds a
Master Degree in Sociology. He is
specialized in social economy
and in the planning, monitoring
and evaluation of social inclusion
policies.

Luc Tayart is Managing Director
at King Baudouin Foundation
that aims to contribute in
innovative and sustainable ways
towards greater social justice,
democracy and respect for
diversity, based in Brussels. He
worked for the European
Foundation Centre in different
functions and served on a
number of Boards (i.e. US Council
of Foundations, European Policy
Centre, European Cultural
Foundation, European Venture
Philanthropy Association). He has
published on the topic of
philanthropy and foundations.

Matthijs Terpstra joined Movisie,
the Netherlands Centre for Social
Development in 2005 after six
years in consultancy. He is
focusing focusing on volunteer
effort, managing several national
programs on supporting
volunteer effort, volunteer
organisations and local
governments. Since 2016
Matthijs is a member of the
board of Movisie and manager of
a team of 20 experts on Active
Citizenship. Next to his work at
Movisie, Matthijs is a forester at
Staatsbosbeheer and father of 4
children.

Participants

Jozette Aldenhoven is project
manager for safety and advise
for elderly people at Unie KBO in
The Netherlands. Unie KBO
advocates for senior citizens’
participation on equal terms with
other people in society and has
about 190.000 members. Jozette
studied economics and
communication and cultural
anthropology and graduated on
the subject of ageing among
elderly religious communities.

Corrado Barletta has experience
as volunteer in an organization
that helps people with
disabilities in Italy and as
volunteer fundraiser in
an organization that helps
children. He participated in many
TSI online consultations, saying
that he believes that TSI is an
important opportunity to
develop the knowledge of the
third sector and to share
experiences and opinions about
related topics.

Stephen Barnett is CEO of Euclid
Network, driving peer learning
and policy impact in the civil
society and social enterprise
arenas. He has been developing
European networks and funding

in the social space since 2006.
For eight years he worked for the
European Social Network, most
recently as Policy Director
working on public sector
leadership and innovation in
social services. In 2014, he
completed CASS Business
School’s professional
development programme for
new charity chief executives.

Laura de Bonfils is Policy and
Advocacy Coordinator at
Volonteurope Secretariat. Prior
to this she worked as a freelance
researcher in social policy with a
focus on equality, employment
and health and at the European
Institute for Gender Equality in
Vilnius, co-authoring the first
edition of the Gender Equality
Index. She was a journalist for
the Italian newswire ANSA and
other Italian media. She is also a
contributor to the Italian feminist
webzine Pasionaria.it.

Priscilla Boiardi is Knowledge
Centre Director at EVPA European Venture Philantrophy
Association. She has strong
expertise in research for business
and public bodies, both
qualitative and quantitative, and
was responsible for the Global
Competitiveness Report of the
World Economic Forum for
Belgium. During her years as a
researcher, Priscilla had the
opportunity to present her work
to policy makers, fellow
academics and practitioners.

Mislava Brko is Policy Adviser
on Regional Development for the
ECR Group. Before that she was
assistant of Croatian MEP Ruža
Tomašić, and worked for CID, an
independent and private
Croatian research, consulting and
education think tank, managing
the project EUforija, preparing
Croatian entrepreneurs for the
EU market in the perspective of
the Croatian integration to the
EU.

Federica Chiarella is working for
the Maison des Associations
Internationales (MAI) and the
ECIT Foundation (European
citizens’ rights, Involvement and
Trust), deepening her knowledge
about impact, demands and
needs of civil society
organisations in Brussels. She
graduated in European Affairs at
the Faculty of Political Science of
the University of Bologna. Her
main academic interests are
issues of civic participation and
active citizenship.

Marieke van Duijn is manager of
public affairs at
LandschappenNL, a national
green organization with focus on
protecting the Dutch landscape,

nature and cultural heritage with
over 75.000 volunteers. The
organisation works together with
sectors like agriculture,
recreation, healthcare, etc. As
idealistic lobbyist, Marieke
stands up for the interests of all
our people & the ideals of our
organizations on –mainlynational level, as well as regional
and international.
Christine Dussart is member of
the International Scientific
Commission "Social &
Cooperative Economy" of
International Center of Research
and Information on the Public,
Social and Cooperative Economy
(CIRIEC).

Rebecca Geeritse is Head of
Programmes at Humanitas, the
Netherlands, responsible for all
national projects and
programmes in the 84 local
departments. Her focus is on
developing and improving the
quality and impact of Humanitas’
activities nationwide and to
support local departments in the
challenges they face. One of the
latest efforts was the
development of an impact
measurement tool for all
activities.

Hans Gossen is president of the
Rotterdam Social Alliance
(RoSA!), a network that fights
poverty and social exclusion in
Rotterdam. RoSA! organizes
meetings about the many
aspects of poverty and debt,
publishing bi-weekly articles to

1500 subscribers. Hans has
extensive experience in unions,
politics, media and social
security. He has worked as a
financial manager for forty years,
but his heart is with poetry,
writing, and filming.

Dr. Frank Heuberger is the
representative for European
affairs of the Bundesnetzwerk
Bürgerschaftliches Engagement
(BBE/National Network for Civil
Society) and cofounder of the
Center for Corporate Citizenship
Germany (CCCD). Until late 2010
was Head of the Coordinating
Office of Civil Society and Civic
Participation, State Chancellery
Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany.
He has published extensively on
the interdependency of
economic and social change, civil
society, civic participation and on
Corporate Citizenship.

Denisa Ionescu is Secretary
General of ENNA, the European
Network of National Civil Society
Associations. Her expertise
ranges from capacity building for
CSOs to policy and research
roles. Before joining ENNA in
2014, she helped strengthening
the sector in Romania, working
with organizations such as Civil
Society Development Foundation
and Open Society Foundation.
Denisa founded the youth A.R.T.
Fusion organization in Romania.

Katarina Ivanković-Knežević is
Assistant Minister at Ministry of
Labour and Pension System. She
hods a degree from the Faculty
of Law, University of Zagreb and
has a number of years of
relevant experience in the
Government of the Republic of
Croatia. Before she became
Assistant Minister she worked as
Head of Sector where she gained
relevant experience in the
preparation of proposals for EU
funds.

Samir Khebizi is founder and
manager of the association “Les
Têtes de l’Art”, a major structure
in the Provence-Alpes-Côted’Azur (PACA) region in the
domain of mediation and
support for participatory art
initiatives and in consultancy and
training of key players linked to
this field. He graduated with First
Class Honours from the “Arts et
Métiers” Conservatory in Paris,
where he studied to become
“Manager of social and cultural
structures”.

Dr. Dietmar Köster is a German
Member of European Parliament
since July 2014 and a member of
the Group of the Progressive

Alliance of Socialists and
Democrats. He is a member of
the Committee on Legal Affairs
and PANA Committee and a
substitute member of the
Committee on Culture and
Education. His current
parliamentary work focuses on
copyright in the digital age, being
a member of the Working Group
on IPR and Copyright Reform,
and the Free Trade Agreements
CETA and TTIP.

Monica Kostanjevec is a legal
adviser at the Centre for
Information Service, Cooperation and Development of
NGOs (CNVOS). Since joining
CNVOS in January 2015, she has
been covering several advocacy
issues such as financial
sustainability and public
financing of NGOs, public
participation in the decisionmaking process, and the role of
NGOs in community-led local
development in Slovenia.

Anaёl Labigne is Senior Associate
at the Stifterverband, Germany’s
initiative of businesses and
foundations, working with „Civil
Society in numbers“, a unit
focusing on strengthening civil
society through multiple projects
including representative surveys
of the German nonprofit sector.
In his PhD he analysed the value
related dimension of civil society.
Among others, he worked at the
Center for Social Investment at
Heidelberg University and the
Hertie School of Governance.

Carmen Marcuello is Professor in
the Department of Business
Management at the University of
Zaragoza. She is specializing in
research on the management of
social economy organizations
and efficiency evaluation. She is
a member of the European
Participation Network and a
member of the Integration
Employment Foundation. She is a
board member in two Special
Employment Centers and
cofounder of Musethica.

Victor Meseguer works for Social
Economy Europe, an
organization set up in 2000 to
promote the recognition and
further development of the
social economy at EU-level. SEE
operates in areas of common
interest to its members in line
with the principle of subsidiarity.
It is is in charge of the secretariat
of the European Parliament’s
Social Economy Intergroup.
Victor holds a Master degree in
European Affairs.

Mark Molenaar works at the
Dutch Association of Voluntary
Organizations. He supports
networking and knowledge
sharing and strives for the best

possible conditions for volunteer
organizations and the
volunteering infrastructure.
Everyone should be able to do
voluntary work. (Local)
authorities should support
volunteers and their
organizations as much as
possible. Bureaucracy must be
minimized. Volunteers and
volunteer organizations must
have the means to learn from
each other.

Ilina Neshik is programme
manager for the Balkan Civil
Society Development Network,
BCSDN, a regional network in the
Western Balkans and Turkey that
works on empowering civil
society and influencing policies
towards a more enabling
environment for civil society
development. She has
participated in the Open Forum
for CSO Development
Effectiveness and works on the
development on a Global
Standard for CSO Accountability.

Dr. Małgorzata Ołdak is Head of
Post-Graduate Studies in Social
Economy Management at the
University of Warsaw. She is
Board member of the All-Poland
Audit Union of Social
Cooperatives. From 2009-2013
she was a member of the
working group on systemic
solutions in the field of social
economy and coordinator of an
EU-financed research project
„System for strengthening the
potential and competencies of
the social cooperative sector”.

Michał Orzechowski is Head of
the Legal Department of the
Main Board Office of the Polish
Association for Persons with
Intellectual Disability where he
deals with legal aspects of the
non-governmental sector in
Poland, and a former member of
the advisory team for changes in
the law on associations in the
Chancellery of the President
under Komorowski. He also
conducts individual legal
counseling for people with
intellectual disabilities.

Krzysztof Pater is EU
representative of the Polish
Scouting and Guiding
organization and member of the
European Economic and Social
Committee since 2006. He was
President of the ECO Section
(Section for Economic and
Monetary Union and Economic
and Social Cohesion) and then
President of the Labour Market
Observatory (LMO). He used to
work for the Polish Ministry of
International Economic Relations
and the Ministry of Privatisation.

Tymen van der Ploeg studied
Law at Leyden University, The
Netherlands. He worked from

November 1972 until his
retirement in August 2012 at the
Faculty of Law of the VUUniversity at Amsterdam, since
1992 as full professor in civil law,
especially law on legal persons
and partnerships. He taught and
publishes on company law, law
on associations and foundations,
on religious communities, and
about the relation of NGO’s with
government.

Simona Pronckute is a fellow at
TheGoodLobby and Project
Assistant at the ECI campaign.
She is also involved in activities
with the FutureLab Europe and
WeBuildEurope.eu. The Good
Lobby acts as a clearinghouse
matching NGOs with expert
volunteers, who include some of
Europe’s leading academics,
lawyers, business professionals
and students. The clinic is
particularly interested in projects
that involve direct engagement
with the EU institutions.

Annbjørg Ramstad is Senior
Advisor at the Norwegian
Ministry of Culture, Departement
of Civil Society and Sports. Her
main field of work is the research
programme “Centre for Research
on Civil Society and Voluntary
Sector 2013-2017”,
governmental voluntary policy
and interministerial Work, such
as the government strategy
“Children Living in Poverty”
(2015-2017).

Adriana Ruiz-Restrepo is a
lawyer and consultant
specialized in public and nonprofit law. She is the author of
the Theory of Alterity as
Intention (2011), a system of
legal thought that unveils the
underlying nature and logics of
the field of Civil Society
Organizations. She is the
managing partner of RRA (Public
law + Social Innovation) and the
founder of CIVISOL, a non-profit/
alter-intentioned organization
based in Bogota and Paris.

Wojciech Sadłoń is Director of
the Statistical Institute of the
Catholic Church Poland. In 2013
he received his doctorate in
sociology with a thesis devoted
to religious social capital. He is a
member of the European
Sociological Association and the
European Research Network on
Philanthropy. He is also a priest
in Warsaw.

Stian Slotterøy Johnsen is
Secretary general of the
Association of NGOs in Norway
(Frivillighet Norge), an umbrella
of more than 300 voluntary
organisations that seeks to
create a larger space for civil

society in Norway. Stian has
worked on topics like VAT
compensation for voluntary
organizations and encouraging
local authorities to establish
policies that promote growth
and development among local
voluntary organizations.

barriers and resilience strategies
of TSOs in the field of sports.
Boris is also a basketball referee,
manager of the committee of
referees of the German
Basketball Alliance, and
President of the Hamburg
Basketball Federation.

Agnieszka Rymsza works in the
Civil Society Department at the
Chancellery of the Prime Minister
in Poland. She holds a PhD in
sociology with a dissertation
comparing the nonprofit sectors
in the US and Poland, published
by the Polish Ministry of Work
and Social Policy. She led Polish
research on the Civil Society
Organizations Sustainability
Index and worked in a number of
nonprofit organizations, in
Poland and the United States.

Tony Venables runs the Maison
des Associations Internationales,
where he set up a think tank on
European citizenship (European
Citizens’ rights, Involvement and
Trust). He has a long working
experience in the EU's
relationship with NGOs, free
movement and citizenship rights.
He has been an advocate for civil
society as Director of the
European Consumer
Organisation (BEUC) and as the
founder of the European Citizen
Action Service (ECAS).

Barbara Sak is Secretary General
of the Center of Research and
Information on the Public, Social
and Cooperative Economy
(CIRIEC) Belgium.

Boris Schmidt is Chair of
Hamburg sports club Bergedorf
e.V., one of the biggest sport
clubs in Germany with currently
11,000 members. Bergedorf is
one of the TSI case studies on

Aldo Xhani is coordinator of
European funded projects at
ALDA – the European Association
for Local Democracy, since 2013.
He has an academic background
in political science and 5 years
working experience in the
international field. In European
project management his
expertise relies on socioeconomic topics related to
programmes such as
Horizon2020, Progress, Erasmus+
and Europe for Citizens. Since
2013 he implemented more than
20 European projects.

TSI Team
Institute for Social Science
Research (ISF), Norway

Johns Hopkins University, SAIS
Bologna Center, Italy

Bernard Enjolras is Research
Director and Research Professor
at the Institute for Social
Research in Oslo and the Director
of the Center for Research on
Civil Society and the Voluntary
Sector. He is the TSI project
coordinator.

Lester M. Salamon is Senior
Research Professor. He directed
the Johns Hopkins comparative
research project on scope, size,
composition, and financing of the
civil society sector in both
developed and developing
countries. He coordinates TSI’s
work on concept and
measurement.

the Münster team as research
assistant.

Christina Rentzsch studied
Communication and Political
Sciences. Before joining TSI she
worked on the EU-funded project
„Welfare Innovations at the Local
Level in Favour of Cohesion“ she
is now supporting the Münster
team as a research assistant.

Westfälische Wilhelms
University Münster, Germany

Signe Bock Segaard is Senior
Researcher at the Institute for
Social Research in Oslo. She has
published on civil sector, trust
and social capital, (electronic)
democracy and is TSI project
manager at ISF.

Karl Henrik Sivesind is Senior
Researcher at the Institute for
Social Research in Oslo since
2000. His research interests
include civil society and the
voluntary sector and nonprofit
welfare services. He is TSI impact
research coordinator.

Annette Zimmer is Professor of
Social Policy and Comparative
Politics. She is a member of the
Advisory Board of the German
Survey on Volunteering and is
President of the International
Society for Third Sector Research
(ISTR). She coordinates TSI
research on barriers.

Benedikt Pahl studied Public
Administration and Political
Sciences and Social Policy
Research (M.A.). After working as
a consultant in one of the major
German non-profit welfare
organisations he joined

Patrick Hömke studies political
science (M.A.) at the university
of Münster. After finishing his
B.A. studies in geography and
political science at universities of
Münster and Warsaw, he now
supports the Münster team as a
student assistant.
Radboud University Nijmegen,
Netherlands

Taco Brandsen is Professor of
Comparative Public
Administration. His research
focuses on public service
delivery, the emergence of new
governance structures,
innovative types of services, and
how citizens are involved
through co-production and selforganisation.

society and the third sector in
social policy.

Ulla Pape is post-doc researcher
at the Department of Political
Science and Public
Administration. She wrote her
thesis on „Civil Society and the
Politics of HIV/AIDS in Russia“,
studying the collaboration of civil
society organisations with
Russian state institutions.
Vienna University of Economics
and Business, Austria

Ruth Simsa is associate professor
at the Non-profit Management
Group and the Institute for
Sociology as well as Scientific
Head of the Non-profit
Competence Centre. Her main
theoretical topic is societal
functions and types of influence
of non-profit organisations.

Danijel Baturina is Junior
Researcher at the Institute for
Social Policy (ISP) at the
University of Zagreb. He has
participated in several research
projects on civil society, welfare
mix development, social
innovation and social
entrepreneurship.

Jelena Matančević holds a PhD in
Social policy and M.A.s in Social
Work and Comparative European
Social Studies. Her fields of
interest as a researcher include
civil society, welfare mix and
Europeanization.
University of Valencia, Spain

University of Kent, UK

Jeremy Kendall is senior lecturer
in social policy at the School of
Social Policy, Sociology and Social
Research (SSPSSR). He has
conducted several European
research projects focussed on
the third sector and convenes an
M.A in civil society, NGO and
nonprofit studies.

Nadia Brookes is Research
Fellow at the Personal Social
Services Research Unit (PSSRU)
and Fellow of the NIHR School
for Social Care Research. She has
been employed in senior
research roles in central
government and the non-profit
sector.
University of Birmingham, UK

University of Zagreb, Croatia

Gojko Bežovan is Professor of
Social Policy is director of the
master and PhD programmes in
Social Policy and Head of the
Institute for Social Policy. He is
president of the Centre for
Development of Non-profit
Organisations, a Croatian think
tank working on the role of civil

Rafael Chaves is Professor of
Economic Policy and Social
Economy, focusing on public
policies towards the third sector
and theories on the third sector
and social economy. He heads
the CIRIEC-international scientific
commission on Social and
Cooperative Economics.

John Mohan is Professor of
Social Policy and Deputy Director
of the Third Sector Research
Centre (TSRC). He has led the
development of major databases
on voluntary organisations for
the UK. He also directs a
programme of work on charity
and social redistribution.

Aix-Marseille University, France

Francesca Petrella is lecturer and
researcher in economics,
working on social economy
organisations, their interactions
with public policies, social
innovation, quality of work in
social economy and on new
forms of governance of social
welfare services.

Nadine Richez-Battesti is
lecturer and researcher in
economics. Her main research
fields are social economy,
governance and democracy of
social economy, organizational
studies, social innovation, and
cooperative banks.
University of Warsaw, Poland

Ewa Les is Professor of Political
Science and Director of the
Centre for Civil Society
Development at the Institute of
Social Policy. She teaches family
policy, third sector and social
economy systems and is a
consultant for diverse Polish
institutions and third sector
organizations.

EMES International Research
Network

Bartosz Pieliński is Associate
Professor at the University of
Warsaw’s Institute of Social
Policy where he has taken part in
several research projects
dedicated to the role of civil
society in the Polish social policy.
He also works at Korczakowska
Foundation.
Association for the Promotion of
Solidarity (SPES), Italy

Ksenija Fonovic is Vicedirector of
SPES. She collaborates with the
Italian National Statistical
Institutefor the data on
volunteering and non profit
institutions and works in EU
projects and international
initiatives that connect research,
practice, data and policy making.

Renzo Razzano is President of
SPES – regional Volunteer
Support Centre based in Rome.
Researcher and trade union
leader in his past professional
career, in the last twenty years
he is engaged as volunteer leader
and innovator on local level and
as advocate for the recognition
of volunteering as an element of
European citizenship.

Rocio Nogales is Executive
Director at EMES. Her
professional experience includes
the cultural non-profit sector.
Her research interest is social
innovation and the management
strategies operating in third
sector organizations.

Jennifer Eschweiler is in charge
of dissemination for the TSI
project. She is also a post-doc
researcher at the University of
Roskilde, working on civil society,
democracy and immigrant
participation.
TSI Advisory Board

Edith Archambault is Emeritus
Professor at the University of
Paris 1. She has a life-long record
in researching the third sector in
France and in comparative
perspective, particularly focusing
on associations and volunteering.
She is author of more than 250
publications.
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